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There exists an oracle, relative to which, P # NP, and each of the following properties hold: 
(i) All Cy-complete sets are p-isomorphic; 
(ii) P-inseparable pairs of sets in NP do not exist; 
(iii) Intractable public-key cryptosystems do not exist; 
(iv) NP-complete sets are closed under union of disjoint sets. 
Remarkably, these properties all follow from one oracle construction. Namely, we prove that 
there is an oracle A such that every two disjoint sets in NPA are P-separable, and 
Ly = U {DTIME(2P)I p is a polynomial}. Additional related relativization results are 
presented also. c 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main result of this paper is an oracle construction that settles open questions 
in two general areas of structural complexity theory. The first area is that body of 
research that has developed from the Berman and Hartmanis isomorphism conjec- 
ture [BH77]. The second area we refer to as cryptographic complexity. Although 
these areas seem to have developed from different concerns and motivations, there 
is a commonality that we exploit. It is obvious that cryptographic complexity 
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involves the question of whether there exist one-way functions. It is also true that 
significant work relating to the isomorphism conjecture has involved one-way 
functions [JY85; KLD86; KMR87]. It is known that one-way functions exist 
if and only if P = UP, and, in fact, our results will subsume relativization results 
about UP. 
In 1977, Berman and Hartmanis [BH77] proved that all the NP-complete sets 
known at the time were p-isomorphic. On the basis of this evidence and in analogy 
to results in recursive function theory, they conjectured that all NP-complete sets 
are p-isomorphic. This conjecture has not yet been settled. Currently, there is no 
known time or space complexity class for which the question of whether the <z- 
complete sets of the class form a single p-isomorphism type is settled. Furthermore, 
while there are oracles relative to which the complete <i-degree of certain com- 
plexity classes collapse (i.e., forms a single p-isomorphism type), fail to collapse, 
respectively, no complexity class has been known for which the suestion of whether 
the complete Q E-degree collapses relativizes both positively and negatively. For 
example, there is an oracle relative to which not all NP-complete sets are 
p-isomorphic [Kur83]. But, no oracle is known relative to which all NP-complete 
sets are isomorphic. (Partial results were obtained in [GJ86].) Also, there is an 
oracle relative to which the complete < El-degree of DTIME(2P) = U (DTIME(2P)) p 
is a polynomial} is collapsing, but no known oracle relative to which the complete 
< E-degree for DTIME( 2’ ) is noncollapsing. 
We will construct an oracle relative to which the complete <z-degree of Zr, the 
second level of the polynomial hierarchy, collapses to a p-isomorphism type. The 
technique of [Kur83] provides an oracle relative to which the complete < t-degree 
of .ZT does not collapse. (Later related papers are [HH87; KMR891.) Thus, this 
paper provides for the first time a natural complexity class for which the question 
of whether the <E-complete degree collapses relativizes both positively and 
negatively. 
Here is the strategy used to attack this problem. It is known from the results of 
Berman [Ber77], that all <E-complete sets of DTIME(2P) are equivalent by 
one-one, polynomial time computable, polynomially honest functions. Thus, if two 
such sets are not p-isomorphic, it must follow that some one-one, polynomial time 
computable, polynomially honest function cannot be inverted in polynomial time. 
That is, if two <E-complete sets of DTIME(2P) are not p-isomorphic, then one- 
way functions exist. Since one-way functions exist if and only if P # UP [GS84; 
Ko85], any oracle relative to which P = UP is also an oracle relative to which the 
complete <L-degree of DTIME(2P) collapses. Our strategy is to construct an 
oracle relative to which DTIME(2P) =Cy and P=UP. It follows that relative to 
this oracle the complete -<z -degree of Z! is a p-isomorphism type. 
Now let us turn our attention to issues in cryptographic complexity. Two disjoint 
sets A and B are said to be P-separable if there is a set L in P such that A c L and 
BG J?. A and B are P-inseparable otherwise. Say that two disjoint sets are very 
P-inseparable if every set that separates them is NP-hard. It is proved in [GS88] 
that there exist public-key cryptosystems that can be cracked in polynomial time 
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only if NP contains disjoint P-inseparable sets. In addition, a conjecture is raised 
in [GS88] that NP does not contain very P-inseparable sets. From this conjecture 
it follows that there do not exist public-key cryptosystems that are NP-hard to crack. 
It is observed in [GS88] that there are oracles relative to which P-inseparable sets 
exist and there are oracles relative to which the conjecture is false. Left open in that 
paper are the questions, does there exist an oracle relative to which P # NP and 
P-inseparable sets in NP do not exist, and, does there exist an oracle relative to 
which P # NP and the conjecture is true. Here we construct an oracle that settles 
the first question affirmatively. Observe that such an oracle satisfies the conditions 
of the second question also. Thus, we have an oracle relative to which P # NP 
but public-key cryptography is not possible. If we interpret this theorem as an 
“independence” result, then we reach the dismaying conclusion that P # NP is an 
insufficient hypothesis for public-key cryptography, and construction of public-key 
cryptosystems requires additional complexity theoretic and/or cryptographic 
assumptions. 
The principal theorem proved in this paper is the following assertion. 
THEOREM 1. There is a recursive oracle A such that 
(i) PA-inseparable sets in NPA do not exist, and 
(ii) DTIME(2P)A = Cy.A. 
Note that PA # NPA follows readily. Otherwise, the polynomial hierarchy relative 
to A collapses. In this case, by (ii), PA = DTIME(2P)A, which contradicts the well- 
known time hierarchy theorem [HS65]. It is proved in [GS88] that P # UP 
implies the existence of P-inseparable sets in NP. Thus, PA = UPA # NPA follows. 
(Thus, Theorem 1 subsumes the result in [Rac82].) 
[Se1881 considers the question of whether the union of every two disjoint sets 
that are < F-complete for NP is also <F-complete for NP. It is proved in that 
paper that if P-inseparable sets in NP do not exist, then the answer is “yes.” 
It follows from the discussion given that relative to the oracle A each of the 
following conditions hold: 
1. All ZPcomplete sets are p-isomorphic; 
2. P-inseparable pairs of sets in NP do not exist; 
3. Intractable public-key cryptosystems do not exist; 
4. The <F-complete sets for NP are closed under union of disjoint sets. 
We were unable to extend the prof of Theorem 1 to obtain an oracle relative to 
which P = UP and NP = DTIME(2P). Relative to such an oracle, the NP-complete 
sets collapse to a p-isomorphism type and NP = co-NP. The question of whether 
there is an oracle relative to which P = UP # NP and NP = co-NP remains open 
from [Rac82]. In our second theorem we obtain an oracle relative to which 
NP = DTIME(2P) but P # UP # NP. 
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THEOREM 2. There is a recursive oracle B such that 
(i) PB#UPB#NPB, and 
(ii) NPB= DTIME(2P)B. 
Since P # UP implies the existence of P-inseparable sets in NP, in order to 
obtain an oracle reltive to which P = UP and NP = DTIME(2P), it would sufftce to 
obtain an oracle C such that PC-inseparable sets in NPC do not exist and 
NPC= DTIME(2P)C. Suppose C is such an oracle. Relative to C it follows that 
P # NP and NP = co-NP, but then, letting L be any NPc-complete set, it follows 
immediately that L and L are P-inseparable. Thus, such an oracle C cannot exist. 
It is certainly natural to ask whether existence of P-inseparable sets in NP implies 
P # UP. In light of the studies described here, we particularly desire insight into this 
question, for if the answer is “yes,” then no oracle exists relative to which P = UP 
and NP = DTIME(2P). Our final theorem suggests that if this implication holds, it 
would be very difficult to prove; relative to the oracle constructed in the following 
theorem, P = UP and NP contains P-inseparable sets. 
THEOREM 3. There is a recursive oracle C such that PC = UPC and 
PC # NP= n co - NPC. 
2. MAIN THEOREM 
The model of computation that will be used is the oracle Turing machine. We 
assume the tape alphabet of all machines is Z = (0, 11, and all languages con- 
sidered are subsets of ,Z*. For any two languages A and B, A @ B = (Ox) x E A} u 
{ 1x1 XE B}. Let ( , ) denote a fixed polynomial time computable pairing function 
with polynomial time computable inverses. We assume effective enumerations 
tpilieu~ ~Npi~isw~ of all deterministic, nondeterministic, oracle Turing machines 
that operate in polynomial time so that the polynomial p,(n) = ni bounds the length 
of every computation of machines Pi and NP,. We assume an effective enumeration 
fEpilieu2 of oracle Turing machines such that EP, runs in time 2p1. An oracle 
Turing machine M using set X as its oracle is denoted MX. Then, for any oracle X, 
the set 
Cx = { (i, x, 1) 1 Ef’ accepts x within I steps} 
is an <L -complete set for DTIME(2P)A (where all values are written in binary 
notation). 
A nondeterministic Turing machine that has has at most one accepting computa- 
tion for any input is called an unambiguous Turing machine. UP is the set of 
languages accepted by unambiguous Turing machines in polynomial time. 
Two disjoint sets A and B are called P-inseparable if no set L with the property 
A E L c B is in P. Otherwise, A and B are called P-separable. 
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THEOREM 1. There is a recursive oracle A such that 
(i) PA-inseparable sets in NPA do not exist, and 
(ii) DTIME(2P)A = CT.A. 
The genesis of the method of proof can be found in the construction [BGS75] 
of an oracle for which P = NP n co-NP # NP. This same technique was used by 
Rackoff [Rac82] to obtain an oracle for which P = UP # NP. Our proof requires 
a further complication that we will explain; but first let us recall the nature of these 
two constructions. To obtain an oracle for which P = UP or NP n co-NP, a kind 
of encoding is involved. But, since neither NP n co-NP nor UP is known to have 
complete sets, the encodings are not straightforward. 
Recall the construction [BGS75] that obtains an oracle for which P= NP n 
co-NP. As the construction of the oracle A proceeds, every pair of nondeterministic 
Turing machines NPf’ and NP;’ is examined; if the current finite segment of the 
oracle under construction can be extended so that for some input word x both NPf 
and NPf accepts x, then such an extension is taken. In this case NPf and NPf can- 
not be witness to a set in NPA n co-NPA, and so this pair of machines never needs 
to be considered again. On the other hand, if S is a set belonging to NP” n 
CO-NPA, then for any NPf and NP,! that witnesses this fact, such an x can never be 
found. In this case, [BGS75] proves that SE P4 by demonstrating a deterministic 
polynomial time procedure that accepts S. 
Now recall the construction [Rac82] that obtains an oracle for which P = UP, 
and note the similarity. As the construction of the oracle A proceeds, every non- 
deterministic Turing machine NPf is examined; if the current finite segment of the 
oracle under construction can be extended so that for some input word x, NPf 
accepts x with more than one accepting computation, then such an extension is 
taken. In this case NPf cannot be witness to a set in UPA, so this machine never 
needs to be considered again. On the other hand, if SE UPA, then, for any NP;” 
that accepts S unambiguously, such an x can never be found. In this case, [Rac82] 
demonstrates a deterministic polynomial time procedure that accepts S. 
We need to construct A so that PA-inseparable sets do not exist in NPA. It is an 
easy observation that this condition implies PA = NPA n co-NPA, and it is proved 
in [GS84] that if PA-inseparable sets do not exist in NPA, then UPA = PA. Thus, 
our theorem subsumes the two results just discussed. These implications suggest 
that our proof should follow the same general strategy. Furthermore, this 
generalization explains what has been a matter of curiosity, namely, why the pre- 
vious two constructions are so similar. During the construction, we consider all 
pairs, NP; and NPf. Whenever possible we extend the oracle being constructed so 
that NPf n NPf #a. If this is not possible, then we prove that NPf and NP:’ are 
P-separable by giving a PA-algorithm which accepts a set that separates them. 
To achieve DTIME(2P)A = C7A we use methods from [He181 1. The contain- 
ment in one direction holds for all oracles. To obtain DTIME(2P)A EZT.~, we 
encode the complete set CA for DTIME(2P)A into ZT,A. Herein lies the complica- 
tion to which we earlier referred. We know of no other oracle construction that has 
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achieved two separate complexity class collapses. The complications that arise are 
resolved in the construction. 
Proof Choose a PSPACE-complete set L. The oracle A will be of the form 
A = L@ B, where B is constructed in stages. At stage n some strings will be placed 
into B and some strings will be placed into B. Let B(n) denote the finite set of 
strings placed into B prior to stage n. Let B(n)’ denote the finite set of strings 
placed into B prior to stage n. Note that B(n) and B(n)’ are finite sets. Define 
A(n) = LO B(n) and A(n)‘= L@ B(n)‘. Define B(0) = B(0) = @ so that A(0) = L 
and A(O)‘= L. 
In order to ensure DTIME(2P)A c.ZFA, B will be defined so that 
(j? 4 1) E CA - 3Y (y, =,<i,*,,>, 3 v/z Ii1 = I<i,x,/>l3 (l(i, x, l)yzeA). 
In order to ensure that there are no PA-inseparable sets in NPA, B will be 
constructed so that for all (i,j), if NPf n NPf = Iz/, then there is a set S in PA 
such that L(NPf ) G SE L(NPT). 
Stage n consists of two parts, a CODING part, followed by a SEPARATING part. 
The algorithm that follows uses the names B(n) and B(n)’ as program variables. 
That is, during the construction at stage n, some strings are placed into B(n), some 
strings are placed into B(n)‘, and these sets are immediately updated to contain the 
new values. 
CODING. For all (i, x, 1) of length n, do the following: Run Ef’“’ on input x for 
1 steps. Preserve this computation by placing into B(n)’ every string w that does not 
already belong to B(n)’ for which 1 w is queried negatively in this computation. If 
,!?A@) accepts x within I steps, then find a string y, 1 y 1 = n3, such that for all z, 
IzI = n3, no string of the form (i, x, 1) yz is in B(n)’ and put all these strings into 
B(n). (A lemma will show that such a string y exists.) If Ef(“) rejects x within 1 
steps, then find a string z, 1 ZJ =n3, such that for all y, ) yJ =rz3, no string of the 
form (i, x, 1) yz is in B(n) and put all these strings into B(n)‘. (The same lemma 
will show that such a string z exists.) 
SEPARATING. Pairs (i, j) are called requirements. Requirements that are not 
fulfilled are said to be unfu@lled. An unfulfilled requirement (i, j) is fulfillable at 
stage n if 
1. for k = max { i,j}, there is a string x such that 2”lk d ( x ( < 2”+ Ilk, and 
2. there is a finite set of strings D that extends B(n), i.e., BED and 
D n B(n)’ = 0, such that NPfsD and NPfeD both accept x. 
Find the smallest fulfillable requirement (i, j). (If none exists, set B(n + 1) and 
B(n + 1)’ to the current values of B(n) and B(n)’ and go to stage n + 1.) Fulfill 
(i,j) by extending B(n) to D and by preserving an accepting computation of both 
NPf @ D and NPf @ D on the string x. That is, place into B(n)’ every string w that 
does not already belong to B(n)’ for which lw is queried negatively in this 
computation. 
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Set B(n -I- 1) and B(n + 1)’ to the current values of B(n) and B(n)’ and go to stage 
n + 1. This ends the construction. 
LEMMA 1. For every n and every string (i, x, 1) qf length n there is a string as 
required by the coding part of stage n. 
Proof At the coding part of stage n, when a given string (i, X, 1) is considered, 
either a string y, 1 y 1 = n3, is required such that for all z, 1 z 1 = rz3, no string of the 
form (i, x, 1) yz is in B(n)‘, or a string z, I z I = n3, is required such that for all y, 
1~1 =n3, no string of the form (i, x, Z) yz is in B(n). Suppose the assertion that 
such strings exist is false. Then, for every string y of length n3 there is some string 
z of length n3 such that (i, x, 1) yz is in B(n)‘. Thus, B(n)’ must contain at least 2”’ 
strings of this form. Similarly, B(n) must contain at least 2”’ strings of this form. 
Now we will show that B(n) u B(n)’ contains fewer than 2”’ strings of the form 
(i, x, 1) YZ, thereby completing the proof. There are 2”+’ strings of length 1 
through n, so when (i, x, 1) is examined during the coding part of stage n, at most 
2 ‘+ ’ such strings have already been examined. Since 1~ 2”, every preservation of a 
computation decides membership in B of at most 2” strings. Thus prior coding 
parts of stage n determine at most 2”2”” = 2Zn+’ < 2”‘- ’ strings of the form 
(i,x,l)yz, where \y\=\zl. 
At the separating part of stage n, the requirement (i,j) causes at most 2 1.~1 k, 
k = max {i,j}, strings to be added to either B(n) or B(n)‘. Since 1x1 < 2”-+ Ifk, 
2 IX(k<2(2”+I!k)k=22”+1=2”+2, At most n requirements are acted on prior to 
examination of (i, X, I), so prior separating parts determine membership of at most 
n2 n+2 <2”3 I strings. Thus, fewer than 2”’ strings of the form (i, x, I) .vz have been 
placed into either B(n) or B(n)‘. [ 
It follows from Lemma 1 and the construction that DTIME(2P)A = ,Y,P,‘. Now 
we will show that PA-inseparable sets do not exist. Assume NPC n NP; = a. We 
will give a PA algorithm d such that 
s f L(NP”) + .r4 accepts X; 
x E L( NP; ) -+ d rejects x. 
Note that requirement (i, j) is never fulfilled, else there would be a string x 
accepted by both NP: and NP;‘. Let w be a string that we would like to input to 
&. Let n be the unique number such that 2”lk < 1 w 1 < 2”+ Ilk, where k = max (i, j}. 
For sufficiently long w, every requirement less than (i, j) that is ever fulfilled is 
fulfilled prior to stage n. Assume without loss of generality that u’ is sufIiciently 
long. (For shorter length strings use a finite table for &). 
Next, we determine the value of B(n) and B(n)’ when entering the separating part 
of stage n. We show that this can be done relative to A in O() w ) k, steps. Begin a 
simulation of the construction. Coding parts can be simulated without use of the 
oracle A within O( ) w ) k, steps because 2 n/k < I w I. However, when, for some string 
yallstringsoftheform (i,x,I)yz, I(i,x,1)(3=ly(=lz( aretobeplacedintoB, 
or for some string z all strings of this form are to be placed into B, store a marker 
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to that effect rather than storing all these strings. Separating parts require use of the 
oracle. Namely, when entering a separating part it is necessary to determine, for 
requirements less than (i,j), whether they are fulfillable. This task requires deter- 
mining whether x and D exist that satisfy the defining conditions of “fultillable.” 
Such a string x may have size 0( ( w I’), and D may contain 0( 1 w Ik) strings of 
length < O() w Ik). Since L is a PSPACE-complete set, L can be used as an oracle 
to determine whether such x and D exist and if so, can be used to find such values. 
Once it is determined that a fulfillable requirement exists and the first fullillable 
requirement together with suitable x and D are found, then it is straightforward to 
update B(n) and B(n)’ within 0( (w( k, steps. 
The remainder of the algorithm to be developed is an iterative procedure that 
uses nondeterminism at each step in order to guess a possible accepting computa- 
tion of one of the two machines NPf or NPf on the input string w. We will be able 
to get rid of nondeterminism because NPL = PL. At each iterative step we will dis- 
cover larger subsets W and W’, where W c B and W’ c B, so that eventually the 
computations to be guessed will be correct computations relative to the oracle A. 
To this end, consider disjoint sets of strings W and w’ of length >n such that 
WE B and W’ c B. We say that an accepting computation of NP, (NP,) on input 
w is accepting with respect to ( W, wl) if it answers correctly to all strings in either 
L or E, answers “yes” to all queries in B(n) u W, answers “no” to all queries in 
B(n)’ u W’ and answers consistently to all other queries. Define the core of an 
accepting computation with respect to ( W, W’) to be a list of all queries which are 
not in any of the sets B(n), B(n)‘, W, or W’. 
LEMMA 2. Let S, be the core of an accepting computation of NP, on input w with 
respect to ( W, w’) and let S2 be the core of an accepting computation of NPj on 
input w with respect to ( W, W’). Then, S, and S2 have a query in common. 
For the proof of Lemma 2, observe that otherwise requirement (i, j) is the least 
fullillable requirement at stage n. Hence, if the assertion is false, then (i,j) becomes 
fulfilled. 
Algorithm JZ? continues as follows: Input w. Set W= W’ = a. Repeat the 
following procedure until it accepts or rejects. 
Using NPL = PL, see if there are any accepting computations of NP, on 
w with respect to ( W, wl). If there are none, then reject. If there is one 
having an empty core, then accept. 
Else, using NPL = PL, see if there are any accepting computations of 
NP, on w with respect to ( W, W’). If there are none, then accept. If there 
is one having an empty core, then reject. 
Else, using NP ’ = PL compute accepting computations with respect to 
( W, W’) of NP, and iPi having nonempty cores S, and Sz, respectively. 
Test each of the queries in S, u S, for membership in B. Call V the set 
of queries found to be in B and call V’ the set of queries found to be in 
B.Set W=WuVandset W’=w’uV’. 
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LEMMA 3. Algorithm d is correct. That is, if w E L(NP” ), then .c4 accepts w, and 
if w E L(NPf ), then d rejects w. 
Proqf We prove the first implication. The second implication has a similar proof. 
Let u’ E L(NPf ). Observe that WG B and IV’ c B is an invariant. At every iteration 
the computation that witnesses w E L(NPf) is an accepting computation of NP, on 
w with respect to (W, W’). Thus, the first test does not cause .d to reject. Since, 
L(NPf ) n L(NPf ) = @, there are no accepting computations of L(NP/) on u’. So, 
any accepting computation of NP, with respect to (W, W’) has a nonempty core. 
Hence d never rejects w. Each iteration either finds an accepting computation of 
NP, on w with respect to (W, W’) having a nonempty core, in which case the 
queries in the core are added to Wu W’, or finds an accepting computation of NP, 
on u’ with respect to (W, IV’) having an empty core, in which case the algorithm 
accepts. Thus, eventually WV W’ is so large that the computation that witnesses 
12’ E L(NPf ) is an accepting computation of NP, on vv with respect to ( W. IV’) 
having an empty core. 1 
Finally we need to show that d runs in polynomial time. To do so, we make one 
minor modification to the displayed procedure. Run the displayed procedure for at 
most 1 w ImaxtUl steps, and, if it does not halt, then accept and halt. Thus, we need 
to show that if if w E L(NPf), then d accepts w within 1 w 1 max(r~i) steps. (Again, the 
proof for the other implication is similar.) Let P be a fixed accepting computation 
of NPf on w. Let C be the set of all queries in P. It follows that I( C I/ d 1 M’ Imax ii.‘!. 
For every ( W, W’) such that WE B and W’ E B, P is an accepting computation of 
NP, with respect to (W, W’) and the core S, of P is a subset of C. At each iteration 
either there is no accepting computation of NP, with respect to ( W, IV’), in which 
case the procedure accepts, or an accepting computation of NP, with respect to 
( W, W’) having nonempty core S, is found. In the latter case, Lemma 2 applies, 
and so S, and S, have a query in common. Thus, within ( M’ I max (‘3 0 iterations, all 
the queries in C are correctly placed into either W or W’. Then, P becomes an 
accepting computation of NP, having an empty core and the procedure accepts and 
halts. 
Thus, description of d is complete, as are proofs of correctness and of polyno- 
mial running times. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 1 
3. RELATED THEOREMS 
THEOREM 2. There is a recursive oracle B such that 
(i) PB Z UPB # NPB, and 
(ii) NPB = DTIME(2P)B. 
The proof combines the technique of [GG86] to obtain item (i) with the 
technique of [He811 to achieve item (ii). That is, for the latter item we encode the 
complete set CB for DTIME(2P)B into NPB. 
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Proof Let 
For any oracle X, Lt E UPX, and the construction will ensure L,B 4 PB. 
Let 
LT= {OnI+, ( y( =5n+ 1 andyEX}. 
For any oracle X, L~‘E NPX, and the construction will ensure Lf C$ UPB. 
In order to ensure NPB = DTIME(2P)B, B will be defined so that 
(i,x,I)ECB,3y(JyJ=5)(i,x,I)) A (i,X,f)YEB). 
At stage n some strings will be placed into B and some strings will be placed into 
B. Let B(n) denote the finite set of strings placed into B prior to stage n and let 
B(n)’ denote the finite set of strings placed into B prior to stage n. As in the 
previous proof, B(n) and B(n)’ will be used as program variables; their values will 
change dynamically. Define B(0) = B(O)‘= @. Stage n consists of two parts, a 
SEPARATING part, followed by a CODING part. 
This construction (as with any algorithm) will contain labels. A label is a 
boldface capital Roman print letter contained in brackets (e.g., [A]). Labels are 
introduced for ease of backward references. 
The reader should be warned of an unusual twist that this proof takes. 
Throughout the construction it will be necessary to preserve the results of certain 
computations. For the most part this is not unusual and will proceed as in the pre- 
vious proof. However, there will arise a situation during the separating part when 
one wants to preserve nonacceptance of a nondeterministic oracle Turing machine 
on some input string. This can entail placing an exponential number of strings into 
B(n)‘. On the other hand, during the coding part of the construction it will be 
necessary to encode the complete set CA into the oracle B. Clearly, if all strings of 
some length have already been reserved for 8 (i.e., placed into B(n)‘), that would 
make it impossible to encode a needed string into B(n). For this reason, when the 
situation arises during the separating part that may create this conflict, instead of 
preserving the computation in the usual way, we will make a tentative placement 
of strings into B, but then feel free to reverse that decision if it turns out to violate 
an encoding requirement. The bookkeeping is handled with an auxiliary list called 
MAYBE. Of course, if strings placed into MAYBE are subsequently removed, that 
action may in turn violate the separating requirement that caused such strings to 
be placed into MAYBE in the first place. The construction will guarantee that the 
necessary diagonalization is maintained. 
SEPARATING. Even integers are called P-requirements and odd integers are called 
UP-requirements. An unfulfilled requirement Z, whether I = 2i or whether I = 2i + 1 
is jiilfiIlable at stage n if p,(n) < 2”. When a requirement is examined at stage n, then 
we say that it is active. A UP-requirement I = 2i+ 1 remains active until a stage k 
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is reached such that pi(n) c k. The construction will guarantee that at most one 
requirement is active at any stage. An active requirement eventually becomes 
fulfilled and then is never examined again. When a P-requirement 1= 2i is fulfilled 
it ensures that Pf does not accept L:, and when the corresponding UP-requirement 
is fulfilled it ensures that NPf does not accept LB unambiguously. 
If there is an active UP-requirement, then go directly to the coding part of stage 
n. Otherwise, find the smallest fulfillable requirement 1. (If none exists go to the 
coding part of stage n.) If this is a P-requirement, 1= 2i, then run Pfcn) on input 0” 
and preserve this computation by placing into B(n)’ every string that is queried 
negatively in this computation. If Pf’(“) accepts O”, then go to the coding part of 
stage n. If Pf@) rejects O”, then place the least string y of length 5n + 2 that does 
not belong to B(n)’ into B(n). [A] Lemma 4 will show that such a string y exists. 
We have thus added a single string of length 5n + 2 to B. (Note that a P-require- 
ment is active only in the stage n in which it becomes active, because it is fulfilled 
in stage n also.) Now go to the coding part of stage n. 
If 1 is a UP-requirement, f = 2i + 1, then determine whether there exists a string 
x, 1 x 1 d n, such that NPf(“’ accepts x ambiguously (i.e., there are at least two 
distinct accepting computations). If such a string x is found, then preserve two of 
the accepting computations by placing into B(n)’ the strings that are queried 
negatively. 
If no such string x exists, then run NPf(“’ on input 0”. If NPf(“’ accepts 0” then 
preserve the accepting computation. If NPf”“’ rejects O”, then by exhaustive search 
determine whether there is a nonempty subset XG Z5”+ I n B(n)’ such that 
NPfl(“)“* rejects 0”. Now comes the complication introduced above. If such an X 
is found, then tentatively preserve the computation of NPffn)“X on input 0” by 
placing into MAYBE all strings queried negatively on all computation paths that 
do not already belong to B(n)‘, and then set B(n) to B(n) u X. 
Otherwise, if no such set X exists, then for every nonempty set Xc ,Z5n+ ’ n B(n)‘, 
NPf(“‘” * accepts 0”. [B] For this case, Lemma 5 will show that a set X exists such 
that NPf(“’ ” * accepts 0” ambiguously. Find such a set X, preserve two accepting 
computations of NPf’“‘” x on O”, and then set B(n) to B(n)u X. 
CODING. For all (i, x, Z) of length n, do the following: Run E~(“’ on input x for 
1 steps. Preserve this computation by placing into B(n)’ every string w that does not 
already belong to B(n)’ that is queried negatively in this computation. If Es(“) 
rejects x within 1 steps, then continue without further changing the values of B(n) 
and B(n)‘. If EQ(“’ accepts x within 1 steps, then try to find a string y, ( yl = 5n, such 
that z = (i, x, 1) y $ B(n)‘u MAYBE, and if successful, then put the least z into 
B(n). 
If no such y exists, then, as we will show, we have reached the point in the con- 
struction for which the list MAYBE was introduced. [C] Lemma 6 will show that 
MAYBE contains more than 2”+’ + 1 strings of the form (i, x, I) y with ( y 1 = 5n, 
that not all strings of this form are in B(n)‘, and that MAYBE contains these 
strings in order to preserve some nonaccepting computation of NP$‘“’ on input 0”‘. 
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for some m < n and for some machine j. Indeed, the separating part of the construc- 
tion ensures that no more than one UP-requirement is active at any stage. We will 
observe later in the algorithm that MAYBE is emptied when a UP-requirement 
becomes inactive. Thus, at the current stage some UP-requirement I = 2j+ 1 is 
active, I became active at stage m, and m Q n <pi(m). For this reason, by exhaustive 
search determine whether there is a nonempty subset Zc ,J?” n B(n)’ such that 
NP!(“)” z still rejects 0” but such that Z contains at least one string (i, x, I} y with 
Iyll=5n. 
If such a set Z is found, then set B(n) to B(n) u Z, set MAYBE to the empty list, 
and once again tentatively preserve the computation of N~~(n)“Z on input 0” by 
placing into MAYBE all strings queried negatively on all computation paths of 
NP!‘“)“z on 0” that do not already belong to B(n)‘. (In this way the current 
coding requirement is met and it is still the case that NP,! will not accept input O”‘.) 
If no such set Z exists, then for every nonempty subset Zc JC6” n B(n)’ that 
contains at least one string (i, x, I) y with ( y 1 = 5n, NP,?“) ” z accepts 0”. CD] For 
this case, Lemma 7 will show that a set Z exists, )I ZIJ 6 2, and ZcB(n)‘, such that 
NPf(“)“’ accepts 0” ambiguously. Find such a set Z, preserve two accepting com- 
putations of NP~(“)” z on O”, and then set B(n) to B(n)uZ, add to B(n) a string 
z = (i, x, 1) y, where 1 y 1 = 5n, which is not in B(n)‘, remove z from MAYBE, and 
remove from MAYBE all strings in Z. (Thus, in this case the current coding 
requirement is met and, if NP,? accepts L,, B it does so ambiguously.) This ends the 
coding part of stage n. 
Set B(n + 1) to the current value of B(n). [E] If there is an active UP-require- 
ment I = 2j + 1 and IZ =pj(m), where m is the stage at which 1 became active, then 
set B(n + 1) to the curent value of B(n), set B(n + 1)’ to the current value of 
B(n)’ u MAYBE, and then set MAYBE to the empty list. Otherwise, set B(n + 1)’ 
to the current value of B(n)’ and do not change the value of MAYBE. Go to stage 
n + 1. This ends the construction. 
Now we make some observations about the number of strings whose membership 
in B is determined during stages 1 through n. Strings are placed into B(n)’ at stage 
n for two reasons; they are placed into B(n)’ during the separating and coding parts 
of stage n in order to preserve various computations and they are placed into B(n)’ 
at point [E] at the end of stage 12 when MAYBE is set to the empty list. For now, 
consider the first case only. At the separating part of stage n, if the smallest 
fulfillable requirement is a P-requirement I = 2i, then preservation of a computation 
determines membership in B of at most p,(n) < 2” strings. If the smallest fulfillable 
requirement is a UP-requirement I= 2i+ 1, then strings may be placed into B(n)‘, 
or into MAYBE. We are not concerned with the number of strings placed into 
MAYBE. Strings are placed into B(n)’ only by preserving two accepting computa- 
tions of NP, on input 0”. Each restraint places at most 2p,(n) < 22” = 2”+’ strings 
into B(n)‘. Thus, the separating parts of stages 1 through n cause at most 
n2”+ ’ < 22”+ ’ strings to be placed into B(n)‘. The coding part places strings into 
B(n)’ exactly for the same reason as in Theorem 1 and so the counting argument 
is the same. Namely, when (i, x, 1) is examined, since l,< 2”, every preservation of 
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a computation places at most 2” strings into B(n)‘. Since there are 2” + ’ strings of 
length 1 through it, coding parts of stages 1 through n place at most 2”2”+ ’ = 2?“+ ’ 
strings into B(n)‘. Thus, the total number of strings that are placed into B(n)’ 
during stages 1 through n in order to preserve computations is bounded by 
22n+ I + 22” + I < 222” + I < 23”. 
LEMMA 4. At point [A] of the construction, there is a string y qf length 5n + 2 
that does not belong to B(n)‘. 
Proof. The current active requirement is a P-requirement I= 2i so the list 
MAYBE is empty. B(n)’ contains at most 23” strings except for strings placed into 
B(n)’ at point [E] of earlier stages. To prove this lemma, we need only show that 
strings placed into B(n)’ for the latter reason have length less than n. Any earlier 
active UP-requirement 1= 2j+ 1 was at some stage m, where m <pi(m) < n. If 
strings were placed into MAYBE while 1 was an active requirement it was to 
preserve computations of NP, on input 0” relative to some finite subset of B. Thus, 
all strings so placed into MAYBE have length at most p,(m). It follows that all 
strings placed into B(n)’ at point [E] of earlier stages have length at most n. 1 
LEMMA 5. At point [B] of the construction, there exists a nonemptj’ Set 
xcp+ n B(n)’ such that NPf’(“‘U X accepts 0” ambiguousl-v. 
To prove this lemma, we borrow the counting argument in [GG86]. 
Proof. Recall that NPf(“) rejects 0” but for every nonempty set 
xgp”+’ n B(n)‘, NPfCnJU x accepts 0”. Assume that no such set X accepts 0” 
ambiguously. Then, for every string x E Z’“+ ’ n B(n)‘, NP;B’“)” {‘I accepts 0” unam- 
biguously. Define the critical set of a string x, cr(x), to be the set of all strings that 
are queried in the unique accepting computation of NPf(“‘” (xJ on input 0”. We will 
show that there exist distinct strings x1 and x1 in Zsn+ ’ n B(n)’ such that 
x1 4 cr(xz) and x2 4 cr(xl), from which it follows immediately that NPf’(“)” I ‘I- ‘.2) 
accepts 0” ambiguously. 
Let T be the set of strings of length 5n + 1 that do not belong to B(n)’ and let 
t = /I T /I. We have already shown that all strings placed into B(n)’ at point [E] of 
the construction at earlier stages have length less than n, and we have argued that 
with this exception B(n)’ contains at most 23” strings. Thus, t > 2”+ ’ + 1. For each 
string x E T, cr(x) contains at most p,(n) < 2” strings, so C,, 7‘ jJ cr(x)ll < t2”. The 
total number of distinct pairs of strings in T is (t* - t)/2. So, if for every x, and x2 
that belong to T, either xl~cr(xZ) or X~ECT(X,), then CIET IIcr(x)ll >/(t’- t)/2. To 
arrive at a contradiction we need only show that (t2 - t)/2 > t2”. This calculation 
follows: 
t>2”+’ +1-+t2>t2”+‘+t 
-+t2-t>t2”+’ 
This completes the proof. 1 
-+ (2 - t )/2 > t2”. 
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LEMMA 6. At point CC] of the construction, MAYBE contains more than 
2 “+ ’ + 1 strings of the form (i, x, I) y with 1 y ( = 5n. MAYBE contains these strings 
in order to preserve some nonaccepting computation of NPl?(m) on input O”, for some 
m < n and for some machine j. Furthermore, not all strings of the form (i, x, l> y, 
) y 1 = St, are in B(n)‘. 
Proof: Since B(n)’ contains at most 23” strings, while there are 2’” strings of the 
form (i, x, 1) y with ( y ( = 5n, it follows that not all of these strings are in B(n)’ and 
that MAYBE must contain more than 2”+l + 1 of them. The construction makes 
it clear that strings are placed into MAYBE only for the purpose of preserving 
some nonaccepting computation of NP,!@‘) on input O”, for some m <n and for 
some machine j. 1 
LEMMA 7. At point [D] of the construction, a set Z exists, 1) Z/] < 2, and 
Z c B(n)‘, such that NPf(“)” z accepts 0” ambiguously. 
Proof: The proof is a minor variation of the proof of Lemma 5. Recall that at 
point [D], for every nonempty subset ZcC6” nB(n)’ that contains at least one 
string (i, x, Z) y with ( y I= 5n, NP,!(n)“Z accepts 0”. Assume that no such Z, 
(1 ZI( < 2, accepts 0” ambiguously. Then, letting T be the set of all strings of the 
form (i, x, 1) y, with 1 y 1 = 5n, that do not belong to B(n)‘, z E T implies 
NP?(“)” 1’) accepts 0” unambiguously. Let t = I( T I(. By Lemma 6, t > 2”+ ’ + 1. The 
reader can now see that the proof follows from the counting argument given in the 
proof of Lemma 5. 1 
The construction guarantees that every coding part is accomplished, so for 
every (i, x, I>, (i, x, i> E CB -3y((yJ=5((i,x,Z)I A (i,x,l)yEB).Thus,NPB= 
DTIME(2P)B. Separating parts are accomplished so that every requirement is even- 
tually acted upon. Once a requirement is active it remains active until it is fulfilled; 
the construction guarantees that L{ 4 PB and that any nondeterministic polynomial 
time-bounded oracle Turing machine that accepts Lf, accepts Lf ambiguously. 
Thus, PB# UPB#NPB. l 
THEOREM 3. There is a recursive oracle C such that 
(i) PC= UP’, and 
(ii) PC#NPCnco-NPC. 
The proof will not be given in detail because no unusual difficulties occur. The 
construction is a modification of the proof of Theorem 4 in [Rac82], that obtains 
PC = UPC # NPC, according to the technique used in [BGS75] to achieve item (ii). 
Proof Define e(n) for every natural number n by the rules e(O)=2 and 
e(n + 1) = 2*““‘, and observe that R = {x) 1 x 1 E range(e)} E P. Let L be a PSACE- 
complete set. The oracle C will be a set of the form C = L @ D, where D will only 
contain strings of length e(n) or e(n + 1). The set 
EC=Ru {x13y, I yl=IxI andyED} 
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clearly belongs to NPC. The proof of Theorem 4 in [Rac82] constructs D so that 
EC 4 PC and PC‘ = UP’. Modify this construction so that at every stage ~1, one or 
more strings of length e(n + 1) are added to D if and only if zero strings of length 
e(n) are added to D. This modification forces 9 E NPC. 1 
COROLLARY 1. P’= UPC, hut NPC contains PC-inseparable sets. 
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